
Which sentence has a misplaced adjective phrase? A. French is the
language of France. B. Mr. Sargent bought a sweater for his dog with
purple and pink spots. C. The new roof on that house is gray. D. The
daisies and snapdragons in the garden look glorious.
Answer: the answer is (b) Mr. Sargent bought a sweater for his dog with purple and pink spots.

Explanation: i took the test on k12 online school

Answer:B

Explanation:

Hope this helps

In 1763, who was the Ottawa Chief who led the fight against frontier settlers? A. Bulldog Braddock
B. Wamacomet
C. Pontiac
D. Detroit
A sentence with saving and scarce
How has the artist used light to create a desired affect in this piece? What do you hypothesize the source of the light to be and why?
When an entrepreneur has three employees at a busy and growing software company, what is the primary responsibility of the entrepreneur?
A cube is three-dimensional solid with six square faces. Find the total surface area of a cube whose edges are 5 feet in length.
_________ was appointed commander in chief of the Texas army and began retreating in order to prepare soldiers for battle. A. Stephen F. Austin
B. Moses Austin
C. Petey Pablo
D. Sam Houston
¿De qué color es la paella?



A sample of br2(g) takes 48.0 min to effuse through a membrane. how long would it take the same number of moles of ar(g) to effuse through the same
membrane?
Find the volume of a cylinder with a diameter of 16 m and a height of 8 m. 1607.68 m3

6430.72 m3
Find the product.

(a^2-b)(5a^2+6b)
The entire region of Northern Africa and Southwest Asia has a climate generally described as A. Hot all day and night
B. Dry
C. Cooler by water
D. Snowfall does not occur
54/6 findind fraction of whole number
What would happen if a chemical in a cell were to inhibit the function of mitochondria
The set of possible values of m is {5,7,9}. What is the set of possible values of k if 2k=m+3
How do peers, family, and friends influence the way you express and manage emotions?
Using the periodic table, determine which material is most likely to be a good conductor. A. sodium B. bromine C. carbon D. oxygen
What is the magnitude of the electric field at a point 0.0055 m from a 0.0025
C charge?
The grains of sedimentary rock a.
are cemented together
c.
are often displayed in more than one size
b.
form an interlocking texture
d.
are usually large
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